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REVIVAL CHIC 
Traditional, classic decorating 

styles come back again and 

again for the simple reason that 

they are traditional — people 

find comfort, meaning, and a 

sense of place in adopting earlier 

styles. “Grandmillennial” is 

merely the latest throwback to 

English Manor Style, Estate 

Style, or Colonial American…but 

with its own 21st century twist. 

MIX AND MATCH 
Grandmillennial offers an 

eclectic decorating style, 

multiple patterns, and mixing it 

up. It’s about sumptuousness, 

yet with whispers of simplicity 

too, so that its own kind of 

maximalism can rest in dignity, 

clarity, and clear design. 

OLD STANDBYS 
Grandmillennial style relishes 

chinoiseries, chintz, gilding, rich 

fabrics, mirrors, drapes, art, 

wallpapers, historic paints, 

florals, silver and China sets, 

cachepots, brass accents, 

pastoral elements,  animal 

iconography and more.

What Is  
Grandmillennial Style? 

A guide for design, decorating, sourcing, entertaining, and manners…                  

and a secret at the end that makes grandmillennial design extra special.

Of all the things in my life the thing I’m most grateful for is that I had an 
embarrassment of riches in the grandparents department.  

I was very close to not only both sets of grandparents, but also great-
grandparents on both sides. They’re no longer with us, but the loving and 
instructive impressions they made on me across multiple fronts — including 
decorating — last to this day.  

My grandparents were cultured artists and intellectuals and had homes that 
reflected their travels, interests, and artistic bents. Their glorious interiors 
were filled with family art and antiques even when they lived in them.  

This combination of family history and heirlooms is one of the hidden gems in 
the grandmillennial movement. It’s something I treasure in my own home. 

http://ladyvirginiavintage.com
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Grandmillennial Keywords 

• Layering: Like its cousin 

“maximalism,” if one pattern is 

good, ten more must be better.  

• Chintz: Prints, prints, prints — 

we love chintz! More than just 

florals, chintzes are richly toned, 

expressively designed fabrics 

typically with a light to a heavier 

glaze giving the fabric a crisp 

sheen and punch.  

• Texture: No minimalism here, 

grandmillennialism embraces the 

carved chair, richly toned painted 

porcelain, elaborately articulated 

gilt mirrors, the knobs and 

contours of bamboo furniture, 

needlework, and a good wicker 

chair or caned seat. 

• Patina: The very act of digging in 

the attic — or antiquing — 

broadcasts that the patina of 

age and its deep backstory is at 

the heart of this style. That 

doesn’t necessarily mean worn, 

as in “Shabby Chic.” But it does 

mean substance, and items that 

can tell a story. 

• Ease: The grandmillennial twist 

on high traditional style means 

spaces exude relaxed 

functionality even if elaborately 

expressed.   

One of the things that’s supposed to be different about grandmillennial 
style is that the millennial generation itself is embracing this throwback to 
classic, familial, expressive decor when not too long ago we heard that 
millennials were done with antiques and family hand-me-downs and 
wanted everything from Ikea — or only wanted sleek Mid Century style 
with a mod look.  

Now we’re hearing that rooting through Auntie Anne’s attic is exactly 
what millennials want, and that that is what makes “Grandmillennial Style” 
different.  

So is this just another trend?  

I’d argue no, it’s not, but rather a return to longstanding tradition in both 
style and form. And this is good news. Tradition, conservation, and re-use 
have historic importance, depth, remembrance, and continuity. (And a 
bonus hinted at in my header.) 

So let’s dive in and take a deep look at what grandmillennial style is all 
about — what it is, what it’s not, where it came from, what sets it apart, and 
what to look for when crafting the style yourself.  

— Lindsay Curren, Lady Virginia Vintage 

Lindsay Curren, Lady Virginia Vintage 

Detail from Schumacher’s “Asian Empress,” a printed linen chinoiserie. 

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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Grandmillennial Basics
Design and culture doyenne Emma Bazilian, a Senior Editor at House Beautiful, is credited with first using the 
term “grandmillennial” for her article on this chintz-positive design sensibility percolating among 20- and 30-
somethings.  

“The Rise of 'Grandmillennial' Style” (HouseBeautiful.com, September 5th, 2019) peeks in on all things 
grandmillennial in a cheeky voice that belies its substantive references and ample links to supporting evidence.  

Yet in an Instagram post on the article’s launch, Bazilian herself credits House Beautiful Editorial Director 
Joanna Saltz with “coining the term.” The HB office has shown itself to be rife with creativity and collaboration 
and a real desire to find the zeitgeist of the times among neo-traditionalists who have a passion for needlepoint 
(whether doing it or just decorating with it).  

So where is this design sensibility going? 

Now that “grandmillennial” as an interior style — or design trend — has entered the lexicon, of course it will be 
adopted and adapted as commenters weigh in, adding to the shared understanding of what the term means, and 
what the style looks like. 

I say, what’s not to like? 

Well…maybe one thing. 

I’m 54, proudly Gen X, and about as grandmillennial in decor style as they come, as are most of my girlfriends of 
the same age. Did we get there first and, in typical Boomer and Millennial generation egotism, get forgotten as 
the middle child of American culture? 

Well, okay, not really.  

Because the whole point of grandmillennials is that this next generation is embracing style classics that we too 
embraced. And we embraced them because our parents embraced them, and so on back to our great-
grandmother’s bakelite vanity sets and Martha Washington’s sewing cabinet!  

The very aspect of historical continuity, familial inheritance — in both influence and stuff from the attic — is part 
of the appeal of this preservation-conscious movement. And frankly, it didn’t actually skip a generation. 

So good on you, grandmillennials. Like Zelina Brunschwig, you recognize that “good design is forever.” And 
that means it’s not trendy, but rather cyclical, not fleeting, but rather rooted.  

The elements of grandmillennial decor arise out of an existing base of tried-and-true interior design elements 
and style classics in the Western design lexicon. Just as every previous generation did, instead of this being a 
paint-by-numbers affair with strictly requisite design imperatives, it’s actually a starting point of historic 
references out of which each generation can put its stamp on anew. 

So in this traditional reinterpretation, what makes the grandmillennial take unique?  

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
https://www.instagram.com/ebazilian/
https://www.housebeautiful.com/lifestyle/a28594040/grandmillennial-design/
http://HouseBeautiful.com
https://www.instagram.com/josaltz/
https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_214475
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-2005-09-04-0509040233-story.html
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“No Fail” Decorator Choices 

In this short guide we don’t have enough time to offer you an 
exhaustive list of the top furniture and decorative arts pieces to choose 
for your grandmillennial home.  

We’ll offer a few, though, and then focus on what we know best at Lady 
Virginia Vintage — fabric and textiles. Our fabric list will help you 
recognize top brands and printing styles that are compatible with your 
grandmillennial scheme.  

But first, a few “no fail” grandmillennial building blocks below, and the 
unique grandmillenial twist on it to the left! 

The Grandmillennial’s Twists     
on Traditional: 

See credits last page. 

http://ladyvirginiavintage.com
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Grandmillennial Style Cheat Sheet  
Common threads in the grandmillennial look. 

CHINOISERIES 
Decorative arts and design motifs 

in the Western/European world 

that interpret Chinese designs 

and styles (dragons, pagodas, foo 

dogs, pastoral scenes). Also 

references the Western embrace 

of Chinese imports that reached 

its height in the 18th-century, 

influencing traditional decorating 

styles to this day. 

CHIPPENDALE 
The influence of 18th-century 

English furniture maker and 

interior designer Thomas 

Chippendale on sumptuously 

styled furnishings. Many 

associate Chippendale with clean 

lined porch fencing and 

cachepots, but he covered much 

more.  

FIBER  ARTS 
For eons, decorative needle arts 

have resulted in family heirlooms

— framed textiles, needlepoint 

pillows, embroidered linens, and 

more. Females mostly made these 

time-consuming and exacting 

works. Today’s grandmillennials, 

often “makers” who want to 

decorate with and make these 

pieces, are reviving the arts with 

their own twist — sassy sayings 

in typographic styles.  

WALLPAPER 
Wallpaper is decidedly back, 

another layer in the multi-

patterned look, much as it was in 

18th-century interiors and 

colonial revival ones in the 1930s 

(think Abby Aldrich Rockefeller’s 

house Bassett Hall in Colonial 

Williamsburg). Sometimes clean 

lines in wallpaper give the eye a 

rest while still providing contrast 

and depth. Other times the 

wallpaper is just as bold and 

energetic as other textiles around 

it and grandmillennials love the 

look. 

WICKER & WEAVE 
Perhaps as a kind of airiness 

against the weight of a Sheridan 

highboy or the formality of a 

camelback couch, adding some 

wicker and rattan takes the 

seriousness out of grandmillennial 

style, bringing porch life inside, 

and relaxing the underlying 

stateliness of it all.  

FABRIC GALORE 
It’s not just about chintzes and 

chinoiseries. It’s also use of fabric 

and details like drapes, table 

skirts, throw blankets, rugs, ample 

pillows, tufted ottomans, 

message boards, trims, tassels, 

and more… 

ECCLECTIC 
Grandmillennial interiors rebel 

against conformity. No one’s 

trying to imitate a fully articulated 

Pottery Barn page hawking the 

ideal cookie-cutter living room. 

Instead, periods freely mix and 

styles resolve their tensions in a 

generous celebration of contrasts 

united by a liberal use of color. 

MAKER’S MARK 
Grandmillennials themselves 

aren’t afraid to Google a tutorial 

for DIYing a basic upholstery job, 

how to paint or refinish a piece of 

furniture, sew pillow covers, or 

expertly complete that 

needlepoint. Thus their own 

creative input beyond curation is 

often in the mix.  

MODERN LOVERS 
Amidst this antique cornucopia 

decided modern elements make 

their way in, offering clean lines, 

air, and freshness to 

grandmillennial spaces. This is 

why grandmillennials insist their 

look isn’t stuffy. And they’re right 

— you can host a club meeting, do 

your yoga, watch that Jane Austen 

film, and color with the kids, all 

while unabashedly basking in 

aesthetic pleasure.  

https://www.housebeautiful.com/design-inspiration/a29478222/what-is-chinoiserie/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Chippendale
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Chippendale
http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
https://www.colonialwilliamsburg.org/locations/the-rockefellers-bassett-hall/our-little-colonial-house/
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Is Grandmillennial Just “Granny Chic”?
I’ve heard many people use “granny chic” synonymously with grandmillennial.  

A March 2020 Today article on grandmillennial style, by Julie Parnell, for example, used the two terms 
interchangeably: “The popular look is called ‘granny chic’ or ‘grandmillennial’ style,” writes Parnell, “and it involves 
donning vintage-style pieces, like crochet sweaters and eyeglass chains.”  

While Parnell’s piece focuses on fashion, an article in Wed Society merges the terms too, saying of the original HB 
article by Bazilian, “…she (Bazilian) realized there were a lot of people who shared her love for granny chic style — and 
thus the term grandmillenial was born.” 

Google “granny chic” and you’ll definitely get plenty of “grandmillennial” coming up.  

But it’s time to rein that in. Because while the two styles — or perhaps, life ways — may have slight overlap, there’s some 
big differences for sure.  

What’s Alike and What’s Different? 

In a world of relativity and criminal overuse of the phrase,“it’s whatever you want it to be,” I find it more valuable to 
carve some limits, define things a bit, and bring clarity to our thinking. 

Both granny chic and grandmillennial styles look back to generations that went before, especially referencing 
grandmothers. These female matriarchs, too often unsung (though in myriad ways they’ve carried the generations), 
bring continuity to the family, with lasting impacts well beyond their time among us.  

Moreover, they’re people in their own right, with ideas about style, culture, society, literature, values, food, 
entertaining, and more.  

Grandmothers have in common their unique place in the generations. But they can differ as widely in style and impact 
as a big city mover and shaker and a small town Sunday school teacher.  

So as today’s decorating aficionados look back to grandma, finding value in her influence, common threads emerge. 
They both repurpose the past and draw on its assets to fashion lives and spaces with meaning, connection, and gravitas. 
But different strands — such as “granny chic” on one hand and “grandmillennial” on another, are also rooted in 
cultural specificity.  

And that’s where conflating the two terms gets dicey.  

Giving Granny Her Due 

Proponents of granny chic, like my best friend Liz, have been using the term for almost two 
decades to describe fearsome friendly feminine folk without airs or arrogance, women with 
stories, wisdom, dreams, wounds, resilience, and yes, style.  

https://www.today.com/style/what-grandmillennial-style-why-young-people-are-embracing-granny-chic-t175706
https://www.wedsociety.com/grandmilliennial-style-weddings-granny-chic/#:~:text=THE%20ORIGINS%20OF%20GRANDMILLENNIAL%20STYLE%20%E2%80%94%20OR%20GRANNY%20CHIC&text=Or%20large%20floral%20pattern%20wallpaper,term%20grandmillennial%20style%20comes%20from.
http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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Liz specifically roots granny chic in Appalachian or rural culture, kin to hillbilly chic, yet grandma-specific. In 
Liz’s case, referencing her beloved “Mamaw” back in Tennessee who had grace, brains, and homegrown talents, yet 
moved about her life in the humble manner of “just folks.” 

The women who first inspired what’s felt to be the authentic “granny chic” style, typically rural, mountain, holler, 
and ranch dwellers, make-do women of simple manners accustomed to putting aside their “egg money” for buying a 
little something nice, were the kind who held the family together with faith and fritters, quilts and critters, and a heap 
of laughter in the garden mud.  

Granny chic may seem like simply a “look to don,” 
whether in a ‘60s calico day dress for a retro-hip shift at 
the coffee shop, or for warmin’ up the Brooklyn flat with 
a few acrylic Afghans.  

Yet for those, like Liz, who lay claim to its roots, this cuts 
dangerously close to cultural appropriation. 

Now I’d split it down the middle a bit, arguing that plenty 
of grandmas crocheted blankets and made chicken soup 
whether they were from the Kentucky hills, the Chicago 
suburbs, DC row houses, or the California desert, and 
that the wider American culture, with over a half century 
of consumer media, has plenty of cultural crossover. 

I’m a proponent for allowing some homage, that 
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and that 
policing the cultural landscape is tricky business at best 
and needlessly divisive at worst. At the same time, it’s important to acknowledge those for whom the roots are 
important, and to do more than simply “don the style” wholly divorced from any origins beyond the most superficial 
ones.  

There are deeper roots to the granny chic phenom than fleeting fashion or decorating styles, thrifted or no. And in 
that sense, granny chic goes deep indeed. 

Being “granny chic” should be an entry point to learning more about how granny lived, how she knew plant and 
flower lore, made bone broth and jam, and could remedy a wound in old school style. Granny chic keeps and honors 
the ancestors, reclaiming that with pride, and owning its signifiers, even when, as Liz says, it’s slightly tacky at times 
for granny’s uncritical simplicity. 

There’s no pretense here — making do or getting it for free or cleaning it up after it was found in the alley is a score 
in granny chic world.  

Granny — Mamaw — would be proud you rescued that perfectly good, twee, tin flour container that some idiot threw 
out just as Granny (or perhaps her mom) rescued flour sack fabric in the 1930s and turned it into a charming 
summer dress for her daughter. A penny saved is a penny earned, and that’s just good economics.   

A  cozy granny chic style living room via decoratio.com

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/07/the-twee-revolution/372273/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flour_sack
https://decoratio.co/granny-chic-decor-37/
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Granny Chic v. Grandmillennial

In other words, Patrician it’s not. 

Granny Chic is simply more down home, even more relaxed than grandmillennial style, flirting more with the edges of 
shabby chic, though perhaps with a few less rumpled linen slipcovers.  

Grandmillennial argues that it’s not stuffy either, and this is true in its own way. Yet its decided inclusion of grander 
style choices are marked more by signals of privileged ease than make-do thrift, and that distinction is important. Both 
grandmas deserve elevation — Granny and Grandmother. Let’s do so in a way that lets each shine and helps flesh out 
the cultural and design differences more fully.  

Grandmillennials may buy antiques, and even used, but they’re not broadcasting in word or in style that they 
scrounged for something pretty at the church tag sale from their last few pennies. They’re more likely to source 
camel-back couches, blue and white porcelain, and Scalamandré chintz table skirts from the Junior League 
consignment shop. 

Granny chic is the log cabin and wood burning stove to the 
grandmillennial’s brownstone, brass andirons, and stately 
fireplace mantle. 

Granny chic prizes its frilly curtains, doilies, and vintage 
standing knitting bag, whereas the grandmillennial prioritizes 
hothouse floral arrangements, wallpaper and wainscoting, and 
redoes the guest room as a crafting and wrapping paper studio.  

You’ll see actual granny square crocheted lap blankets in a 
granny chic home, versus the D. Porthault quilted coverlet of a 
grandmillennial room. Granny chic is cozy to the 
grandmillennial’s bold scale. 

There’s crazy quilts and “plain and fancy” furnishings in a 
granny chic space versus the polished chinoiseries, Sheridan 
highboys, and occasional modern lines of a grandmillennial 
space.  

If there’s a crazy quilt in the grandmillennial home it’s been sent 
to the preservationist and then carefully mounted and hung as 
19th or 20th century American folk art.  

There’s good hearty coffee, perhaps in a local potter’s cup, on 
the granny chic coffee table. Herend plates in the grandmillennial’s china set are readily in use on her painted wicker 
side table. 

Bassett Hall living room. Photo:  Jasperdo via Flickr

https://flickr.com/photos/mytravelphotos/5151922026/in/photolist-8RfWVQ-8RfXvQ-8RfXko-8RfXEQ-8RfX27-8RfX3J-8RfXzJ-8RfXCy-8RcPLM-8RfWXw-8RcQF2-8RfWZw-8RfWMq-8RfXcb-8RcQ16-GeiUn-8RfXtW-8RcPNP-8RfXuN-8RcQgH-8RfX8L-8RcQmv-8RfXam-8RfXqb-8RfWU9-ZzFXaH-8RfX6Q-3DwC6w-c7XiJ7-c7Xhef-c7Xgoj-gPWf3-f6Q5qi-559pUL-559oKq-8RfXxJ-8RfXiW-8RcQcp-paA7Ea-4rEpj9-8RcQHc-8RfXsf-4rAjTH-29rodN-29n1U2-2ibE1GU-GZuJeF-2ibE1M3-AmwY2e-8BNjc2
http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/patrician
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shabby_chic
https://dporthaultparis.com/collections/coverlets
https://www.scullyandscully.com/tabletop/china/herend-china/herend-special-edition/herend-indian-basket-blue-special-edition.axd
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While our granny chic friends pick the guitar year round, finding an anthem in Dolly Parton’s “Coat of Many 
Colors,” grandmillennials sing around the piano at the holidays, its top adorned with yearly family photo sessions.  

The two styles share a passion for the throwback, digging through grandma’s attic, preserving history, decorating 
with eclectic whims, and a mix of  patterns and textures. 

They may both make — or simply like — needlework, but granny chic will opt for the crewel work of a 1970s 
landscape or country flower arrangement whereas the grandmillennial covers the seat on her carved ladder-back 
chair with a precise antique floral needlepoint. 

And while it’s tempting to regard this as an issue of economic class, or as different tastes of the city mouse and the 
country mouse, the fact is that in America there’s multiple-converging influences, cause for nostalgia, and social 
mobility through the generations. Both granny chic and grandmillennials mix the high and the low to various 
degrees. It’s just a matter of emphasis. 

Granny chic deserves its rightly earned grit, hardscrabble touch by charm. And grandmillennials deserve to rescue 
and preserve markers of high style, validating that refinement can coexist with ease, and that beauty doesn’t have to 
be rarefied and at a cold and far remove. 

Is Grandmillennial Just Repackaged Maximalism?

Since Maximalism doesn’t arise from a particular cultural basis, except perhaps in a nod 
to the excesses of Rococo, I’m less inclined to give it much ink as a point of contrast.  

So what is maximalism? As the lovably snobby TV character Frasier Crane says in the 
episode titled “They’re Playing Our Song,”  

“But if  ‘less is more,’ just think how much more  ‘more’ will be.”  

That’s maximalism. And it’s super fun — prints on top of prints, old meets new, gilt, 
glam, and living large! 

One could argue that maximalism has just as much in common with granny chic as it does 
with grandmillennialism — again, just with a different emphasis.Like maximalism, granny 
chic likes to collect multiples and to put ‘em all on display — the more the merrier.  
Both are tipped more to the side of curated clutter than a grandmillennial space. But 
whereas granny chic is humble, maximalism is big, bold, and spans centuries and styles.  

Grandmillennial is also bold in styles, scale, patterns, and statements. But it edits toward 
a place for the eye to rest, preferring some light and white space in the mix whereas white 
space is typically anathema to maximalism. 

But overall no, grandmillennial is not maximalism, they’re just colorful cousins.  

We made a handy Venn diagram on the next page so you can compare:

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_-YbWHs6DE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_-YbWHs6DE
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/keywords/rococo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WGOzIVoICY&feature=youtu.be
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So with this Venn diagram at hand, now you know exactly what to bring as a hostess gift, or for any of your friends’ 
occasions, even if they themselves have grandmillennialism, granny chic, and maximalism confused.     

In short, everyone gets a plant. 

If your gift recipient seems more grandmillennial, put it in a blue and white porcelain pot with a 
chinoiserie theme that you can find at any thrift store in any town in America.  

If they seem more granny chic, the plant can go in terra cotta, 1970s plastic with a printed flower 
on it, or artist colony pottery. 

If your host seems more maximalist, plant it up in a brass cachepot with lion’s feet and make up a 
giant bow for the front of it, preferably rimmed in gold.  

Impress your friends and family with the subtle demarcations you make between these styles while 
wryly observing where they overlap.  

Above all, have fun with it. 

Laura Ingalls

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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And Now for the Fabrics 
No grandmillennial space — and no space in our opinion — is complete without special attention to the use of fabrics 
and textiles (or fiber) for upholstery, drapes, tablecloths, pillows, rugs, mats, art, blankets and throws, baskets, and 
more. One should even make cloth napkins and tea towels readily accessible in the space. 

Our love of antique and vintage decorator fabrics and textiles of all kinds spills over into the realms of fan girl 
passion, undying love, even addiction: 

Vera Neumann — have to have it! Scalamandré — give it to me now! 
Brunschwig, Frey, Warner, Greeff — I’m swooning, someone bring the 
smelling salts! 

For a little story about how I arrived at this sordid sweet place read my blog post, 
“How I got Addicted to High End Decorator Fabric Brands.” It goes in to a bit more 
detail on some of the top fabric houses of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, many of 
which survive to inspire and thrill us today.  

But for a quick list, when sourcing vintage fabric for your projects, on the next page 
you’ll find some of the best international brands and designers that I can recommend, 
each of which has utilized — or continues to utilize — historic design references dating 
back through the centuries, often into antiquity.  

These firms have been diligent in preserving historically significant archives, which 
then become the very same print designs and weaving styles we look to when 
traditional Western/European decorative themes are revived, such as in the 
resurgence we see in grandmillenialism. 

The smaller boutique houses in the list are also some real favorites of mine, often also 
dealing in luxury fabrics. Just because they were smaller didn’t mean they were 
budget brands. Often quite the opposite.  

That boutique houses operated on such a smaller scale overall makes finding their 
pieces today, even if only as a sample, so exciting! In some cases the firm was 
acquired, as in Jack Valentine being bought by Bob Collins Inc., This is good news 
because it means there’s hope for the archive seeing the light of day again.  

The same is true of La Manach, Bussac, and Braquenié which are actively produced 
and held by Pierre Frey. 

I’ve included some more familiar and more affordable brands from the vintage past, many of which made prints in 
Jacobean, Indienne, grand floral, modernist, paisley, and other patterns that work well in grandmillennial interior 
designs and staging. Enjoy! 

https://ladyvirginiavintage.com/2020/05/how-i-got-addicted-to-decorator-fabric-brands/
http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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Designer Fabric Primer — Firms to Know 

TOP-OF-THE-LINE 
• Robert Allen  

• G. P. & J. Baker & Sons 

• Bailey & Griffin 

• Bassett McNab  

• Brunschwig and Fils 

• Clarence House 

• Colefax & Fowler 

• Edmond Petit (Maison Hamot/

Madeleine Castaing) 

• Fortuny 

• Pierre Frey 

• Greeff Fabrics 

• P. Kaufmann 

• Kravet 

• Arthur H. Lee (Lee Jofa/Jofa) 

• Quadrille Fabrics 

• Sanderson  

• Scalamandré 

• Schumacher 

• Stout Brothers 

• Warner & Sons

BOUTIQUE HOUSES/
DESIGNERS 

• Bennison 

• Kent Bragaline 

• Boussac 

• Braquenié 

• Gabrielle Cie 

• Bob Collins Inc. 

• David & Dash 

• A.L. Diament & Co. 

• Franciscan Fabrics 

• Alexander Henry 

• S. M. Hexter 

• Krupnik Bros. 

• Le Manach 

• Patterson Fabrics 

• Stroheim & Romann 

• Jack Valentine 

• Woodson Wallpapers 

• Jay Yang 

VALUE BRANDS 
• Bloomcraft 

• Braemore Textiles 

• Cohama Fabrics 

• Duralee 

• Fairmont Fabrics 

• House N’ Home 

• Payne Fabrics 

• Thibaut 

• Waverly 

• Westgate

Not an exhaustive list, these are just some of our favorite companies and                  

names to look for when sourcing vintage fabrics.

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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Fabric Patterns for the Grandmillennial Look
Get familiar with timeless patterns and printed fabric styles                                      

that will make your grandmillennial space pop! 

Chintz with bows.                                         Chintz with background patterns.       Large scale floral chintz.

Classic Indienne.                                         Chinoiserie.                                                     True Jacobean is crewel.

Leaf and foliage.                                          Bird chintzes.                                               Fruiting and flowering trees.

Historic document pieces.                       Modernized large scale foliage.         Persian-inspired multiplicity. 

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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Where to get the Grandmillennial Look? 

FAMILY 
The heart of a grandmillennial look 

is its relationship to family. 

Instead of passing up Great-Aunt 

Dorothy’s attic you embrace it. 

Family is eager to share, help you 

save money, and ask around on 

your behalf if you’re looking for 

something. Never pass up a 

chance to “see if you might like it.” 

And then send a thank-you note! 

TAG SALES 
The least expensive way to source 

vintage remains yard sales, 

rummage sales, tag sales, and 

church bazaars. It’s all a question 

of time. If you’re a re-seller, these 

are likely a must. If you otherwise 

don’t have the time, they can still 

be a fun lark but it’s all catch-as-

catch-can. 

THRIFT STORES 

Like tag sales, thrift stores are hit 

or miss. If it’s your escape valve to 

hit them up, by all means, go — 

you never know what you might 

score, from china, to porcelain to 

silver plate, to art. And don’t be 

dissuaded by shabbiness because 

refinishing or painting an old piece 

will still result in a more unique and 

higher quality outcome than 

cheap modern imitations.

ANTIQUE SHOPS 
Besides inherited pieces, my 

entire home has been furnished 

from antique shops. Some 

specialize in different eras, and 

the larger ones have enough 

rotating variety that you’ll always 

see something “new to you.” To 

me, antiquing is the ultimate day 

date — go for a look around (with 

list in hand, of course), and then 

hit a winery or coffee shop to relax 

and hang out.  

SOURCERS 
When you just have to have a very 

specific thing, look to interior 

designers, groups like “questers,” 

ISO posts in related online groups, 

and hiring headhunters for the job. 

You’ll often pay a commission, but 

if your items is very specific, 

getting others to be your eyes and 

ears can be worth it.  

THE INTERWEBS 
From Facebook Marketplace and 

Facebook Groups, to Etsy, Ebay, 

Chairish, Poshmark, and more, 

your thing might be out there just 

waiting for you. Start with a 

Google search that’s as specific 

as you can get — or set a Google 

alert — and your prize just might 

be in reach.  

HISTORY 
This is without a doubt my 

favorite. Go on tours of historic 

homes, particularly colonial and 

Federal-era American ones. Visit 

virtually if you can’t go in person. 

Pay special note to furniture, 

wallpaper, art, frames, rugs, 

sconces, paint colors, dining 

services, candelabras, vases, 

decorative pieces and more. Note 

what you like and build on that. 

DESIGN BOOKS 
Outdated yet still relevant interior-

design books abound at thrift 

stores, antique shops, and online. 

Google the name of a designer you 

love, like Mario Buatta, or styles 

like “18th century furnishings,” (or 

decor, textiles, etc.) Expand your 

search from there, and pick up a 

few books for lessons, inspiration, 

and perspective.  

MUSEUMS  
Visit museums in person or online 

to see curated collections of 

decorative arts and furnishings. 

Gather names of favorite makers, 

manufacturers, and styles and 

then keep an inspiration book for 

when you’re on the hunt. 

Inherit, thrift, research, curate, and find — ways to learn about and acquire the 

pieces you most want for your grandmillennial style. 

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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MADE OF REAL 
Nothing says grandmillennial 

style more than a cloth napkin. 

With this one accessory, 

whether at a cocktail party, 

picnic, or kids’ party, you affirm 

that the world isn’t disposable 

and that a little effort, if it 

conveys beauty, is worth more 

than convenience. 

For millennia, people used 

washable and breakable goods. 

The world not only didn’t fall 

apart, it looked great, felt great, 

and had meaning and purpose.  

People hauled picnic baskets, 

washed up after events, and 

carried mess kits. They served in 

glass, ate on porcelain or clay, 

and wiped up with cloth. 

When we watch Downton Abbey 

or a Jane Austen film part of 

what we love is that it’s all real, 

and that reality sets a tone of 

more. This is at the heart of 

grandmillennial style. 

A grandmillennial will always 

carry her — or her family’s — 

own reusable mess kits to 

casual gatherings, packing it 

away afterwards to clean at 

home.  

Entertaining in 
Grandmillennial Style 

Decorating is just the beginning of grandmillennial style. The substance is in how 

you behave, what you model, how you share your values.

When our grandmothers entertained, they followed Miss Manners’ guide. 
Today’s grandmillennial should do the same. 

We don’t send out lists of what others must bring to our events. Invitations 
are just that — our invite. We don’t send Venmo requests for payment except 
for in frank sales transactions. Our parties are seldom “potlucks.” And we 
politely rebuff offers to contribute to parties while we handwrite thank you 
notes for any hostess gift graciously proffered.  

We don’t serve on anything disposable— even kids get flatware and utensils 
that are real, though we make allowances for melamine if it’s beautifully done.  

If things break, we deal with it. That’s where inexpensively sourced sets of 
less-precious but still beautiful back-up table settings come in handy.This is 
high style. Leave the buffet line and disposables to others — a grandmillennial 
will have none of it! 

http://ladyvirginiavintage.com
https://www.amazon.com/Manners-Excruciatingly-Correct-Behavior-Freshly/dp/0393058743
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Grandmillennial Bonafides 
The secret bonus is that the grandmillennial lifestyle is GREEN…big time!

Being in the millennial generation suggests that grandmillennials are 
likely young parents, or will soon be. And if statistics are any guide, that 
means you’re worried about environmental damage, pollution, climate 
change, and your kids’ futures. 

So add this bonus to your grandmillennial bonafides — that nothing is 
more green, more sustainable, more enviro-friendly than acquiring items 
to re-use. Or, as they say in retail, are antique and vintage. 

Stop bowing down to the imperfect god of recycling and recognize that of 
the “Three R’s” THE most important one is re-use.  

When you source from items 20 years old and older you’re not asking 
anything new out of the industrial economy, nothing new from Earth 
resources or water, and are not sending signals to the economy that your 
consumer demand for certain new goods is in overdrive. 

Instead, follow my lifestyle hashtags to #buyantiquesfirst #buyvintagefirst 
#buyusedfirst and make it your lifestyle, too. As I always say, “Beauty and 
gracious living shouldn't mean freshly attacking the earth when an 
abundance of beautiful and charming goods are all around us. I dig up 
their history and share it with you on my blog and in my listings. Together 
we live a charmed life that's greener and cleaner than our wildest dreams.” 

Consume all you want, just keep getting it from what’s already out there! 

OLD IS NEW 
Besides items acquired through 

inheritance, almost every other 

thing in my house is from antique 

and vintage shops. I find they can 

sometimes be less expensive and 

are always better quality. So keep 

looking back to grandma’s day for 

finds that by their very nature — 

as “re-use” — are sustainable and 

thus green, green, green! 

LOCAL ECONOMY 
If you’re into going local, 

remember that when you buy 

antique and vintage from locals, 

you’re helping make your own 

community stronger, instead of 

sending your money to huge 

corporations that are currently 

mining Mother Earth to death.  

Even buying antique and vintage 

on the Internet helps small-scale 

sellers in local communities.  

MODEL VALUES 
Teaching kids from the beginning 

about the “embedded energy” in 

old stuff, and why re-using vintage 

and antique things is worth it, 

sets them up to treasure family, 

history, personal responsibility, 

and stewardship, all values that 

are totally sustainable, admirable, 

and cool! #buyantiquesfirst 

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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I hope you’ve enjoyed this exploration of grandmillennial style. And I hope I’ve convinced you that this is more than a 
decorating style, but that it’s also an approach to life that honors and values the past and sets an example of living 
beautifully without compromising your standards.  

My dear husband Erik has a dozen or more nicknames for me and one of 
them is just calling me “Lifestyle.” Then he expands on it, using any 
excuse to say that something either does or doesn’t fit into my (Gen X) 
grandmillennial lifestyle . Cloth napkins are definitely in the Lifestyle. Solo 
cups are definitively NOT in the Lifestyle.  

Since I love this design look and its built-in environmental care so much, 
I’ll take it as a compliment!  

As you begin to adopt the grandmillennial lifestyle — or continue it — I 
hope you’ll follow me on Instagram @ladyvirginiavintage and tag me with 
your decorating ideas, projects, event decor, and more. I can’t wait to see 
what you’re doing!  

Please also use #buyantiquesfirst #buyvintagefirst and #buyusedfirst to help promote the environmental stewardship 
in decorating that we should all model whenever we can. 

This free guide was happily and thoughtfully brought to you by ladyvirginiavintage.com and our shop on Etsy. We 
curate some of the world’s finest and rarest antique and vintage decorator fabrics that support the grandmillennial look 
(along with other antique and vintage fabrics and textiles for home and apparel).  

Visit us and use coupon code LadyVirginiaBook for 15% off your purchase. And if you have any questions or 
comments, feel free to DM me on Instagram, or send an email. 

Thank you for reading and happy decorating!  

— Lindsay Curren, Lady Virginia Vintage

Conclusion…

Lindsay Curren, Lady Virginia Vintage

http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
https://www.instagram.com/ladyvirginiavintage/
http://ladyvirginiavintage.com
https://etsy.com/shop/ladyvirginiavintage
https://www.instagram.com/ladyvirginiavintage/
mailto:lindsaykh@gmail.com?subject=Question%20for%20Lady%20Virginia
https://ladyvirginiavintage.com
https://ladyvirginiavintage.com
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Collages Page 5: Henkel Harris Mahogany Philadelphia Queen Anne Highboy by Buck Estate Traders via Etsy. 

Hickory White Inlaid Federal Mahogany Sideboard by Stenella Antiques via Etsy. Phyfe Sofa with Turned in Arms 

Circa 1810 via The Stanley Weiss Collection. Antique Chinoiserie Gilded Carved Mirror; La Barge Chinoiserie Gilt 

Faux Bamboo Mirror; Sheraton Mahogany Dining Side Chair with Sclamandré Fabric; and Antique Payne Furniture 

Triple Cross Wicker Settee via 1stDibs. Vintage Hexagonal Yellow Faux Bamboo Side Table and Wheat Sconce via 

Chairish. 20th Century Chinoiserie Chair via Invaluable. Yellow Wallpaper via Old House Online: “Wallpaper Past, 

Present, Perfect.” Bleu wallpaper “Treillage” by Pierre Frey. Althea Linen Chintz Pillow (fabric by Lee Jofa) from The 

Posh Robin on Etsy. Brunschwig et Fils English Floral pillow and Vintage chintz pillow via Pinterest.  

Page 7: Vintage gilded-frame “Bouquetière” Needlepoint by Gobelin via Lady Virginia Vintage. 

Page 10: Sclamandré Raphael wallpaper.  

Page 11: Venn diagram made via Canva. 

Page 12: Bird detail from Greff Fabrics’ “Abbott House.” 

Fabrics page 14: Brunschwig & Fils “Montargis;” Bailey & Griffin “Melrose” by Joan Kaminski; Pindler & Pindler 

Floral Chintz. Indienne Seat from Paint & Pattern; Bailey & Griffin “Scene Chinoise” Chinoiserie; A Set of English 

Crewelwork Bed Hangings, Circa 1690-1700; Talavera Linen Leaf by Brunschwig et Fils; Bailey & Griffin Peacock 

and Peahen; Brunschwig & Fils “Chinese Lemon.”Brunschwig et Fils “Wickham Stripe” historic document piece; 

David and Dash abstract leaves linen; Greeff Fabrics “Contemplation.” 

Page 16: China set via Peony and Thistle on Etsy. Detail of linen napkins via Pinterest. 

Page 17: Bike Antique Store image via Pixabay. Flower close-up fabric in Lady Virginia Vintage banner 

“Chippendale Linen” by Jofa. 

This Page L-to-R: My mom and dad sitting with her folks and brothers. Me with my mom in 1967. Our family with 

the maternal-paternal great grands at my cousin Lisa’s baptism. I’m the little girl in front with the boys.  

Thank you to my grandparents in heaven for all your love, patience, kindness, and aesthetic guidance. Thank you 

to my husband Erik Curren for all his marketing advice, editing, and tech help on my website. Thank you to my 

daughters Anwyn Cook and Chloë-Ester Cook for just being you but also for liking black and white movies, 

reading, music, thrifting and antiquing with me, and decorating in your own eclectic styles.  

CREDITS

https://www.etsy.com/listing/781599396/henkel-harris-mahogany-philadelphia
https://www.etsy.com/listing/699238263/45883ec-hickory-white-inlaid-federal
https://stanleyweiss.com/item/sw02054
https://stanleyweiss.com/item/sw02054
https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/mirrors/wall-mirrors/antique-chinoiserie-style-gilded-carved-wood-mirror-circa-1920-1930/id-f_17934202/
https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/mirrors/wall-mirrors/la-barge-asian-chinoiserie-gold-gilt-faux-bamboo-wall-mirror/id-f_11280753/
https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/mirrors/wall-mirrors/la-barge-asian-chinoiserie-gold-gilt-faux-bamboo-wall-mirror/id-f_11280753/
https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/seating/side-chairs/sheraton-mahogany-dining-side-chair-scalamandre-fabric-hepplewhite/id-f_20973692/
https://www.1stdibs.co.uk/furniture/seating/settees/antique-paine-furniture-triple-cross-wicker-settee/id-f_5167193/
https://www.1stdibs.co.uk/furniture/seating/settees/antique-paine-furniture-triple-cross-wicker-settee/id-f_5167193/
https://www.chairish.com/product/1243575/vintage-hexagonal-yellow-faux-bamboo-table
https://www.chairish.com/product/2080847/hollywood-regency-wheat-wall-mirror-sconce-candle-holder
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
https://www.pierrefrey.com/en/products/FP769-FP769004
https://www.etsy.com/listing/923216854/ready-to-ship-20x20-inch-althea-pillow?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=galle
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/25121710398502977/
https://www.pinterest.fr/pin/452682200025157111/
http://www.apple.com
https://www.scalamandre.com/raphael-wsb-0444?c=WSB00660444
https://canva.com
https://www.etsy.com/listing/878901098/vintage-1980-greeff-abbott-house-fabric?ref=shop_home_active_20&frs=1
https://www.etsy.com/listing/888021000/vintage-1960-brunschwig-fils-montargis?show_sold_out_detail=1&ref=nla_listing_details
https://www.etsy.com/listing/861218218/vintage-1987-bailey-griffin-melrose?ref=shop_home_active_54&frs=1
https://www.pindler.com/about/
http://paintandpattern.com/indienne-textiles/
https://www.etsy.com/listing/945765960/vintage-1982-bailey-griffin-scene
https://lapadalondon.com/exhibitors/peta-smyth-antique-textiles/b5_peta-smyth-antique-textiles_detail-a-set-of-english-crewelwork-bed-hangings-circa-1690-1700/
https://lapadalondon.com/exhibitors/peta-smyth-antique-textiles/b5_peta-smyth-antique-textiles_detail-a-set-of-english-crewelwork-bed-hangings-circa-1690-1700/
https://www.kravet.com/talavera-linen-leaf
https://www.etsy.com/listing/952473417/vintage-1960s-bailey-griffin-peacock-and
https://www.etsy.com/listing/952473417/vintage-1960s-bailey-griffin-peacock-and
https://www.etsy.com/listing/942613848/vintage-1950s-brunschwig-fils-chinese
https://www.etsy.com/listing/774727877/vintage-1978-brunschwig-fils-oversized
https://www.etsy.com/listing/866058304/vintage-1960s-david-and-dash-abstract
https://www.etsy.com/listing/852099673/vintage-1974-greeff-contemplation-fabric
https://www.etsy.com/listing/112594069/vintage-china-tea-set-phoenix-china-in
https://www.etsy.com/shop/PeonyandThistle
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/169448004706171902/
https://pixabay.com/photos/bicycle-vintage-street-shop-retro-1872682/
https://www.etsy.com/listing/895629183/vintage-1960s-jofa-chippendale-linen
https://erikcurren.com
https://www.instagram.com/damebird/
http://chloeester.com/
http://campalleghanyforgirls.com
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